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Ever felt confused about female sensuality? Puzzled as to what women really want? Now there is no need for guesswork. Packed full of tips
and tricks How to Give Her Absolute Pleasure is sure to produce mind-blowing sex for both you and your partner. Written by one of America's
most popular sexperts' Lou Paget, How to Give Her Absolute Pleasure will guide you all the way from foreplay to orgasm. Drawing on the
experiences of real clients, Paget explains the best toys, lubricants and positions so you can start enjoying safe, breath-taking sex today.
Who can live without lust? All day and night, our minds run through delicious possibilities - a silky hand beckoning us into the VIP lounge; a
stranger in the backseat; the hunky FedEx driver bringing his package to the door - not to mention our own lascivious memories. Lust is a
collection of erotica by and for women, a fierce and joyous celebration of female desire and the triple-X trouble it gets us into. In Kay Jaybee's
''Tied to the Kitchen Sink, '' a birthday boy finds his present - nude except for tall, high-heeled boots - happily devoted to domestic duties.
Maria Grigoriadis' ''Pleasant Surprise'' shows what can happen when you knock on the wrong apartment door - without your panties. And
Bonnie Dee's ''Ripe Fruit'' teasingly elaborates the sweet, sticky encounter of a soap opera idol and a fruit-stand employee on a stretch of
rural roadside. Let the witty and provocative Violet Blue lead you down a primrose path to a forest of wicked, lustful surprises.
Each year, guest judges select the best in sexy literate, queer writing - sometimes dark, sometimes perverse, often strange and irreverent,
frequently unconventional, but always compelling, provocative and hot. Now, the 'Best of the Best' is collected in two companion volumes,
Best of the Best Lesbian Erotica, and Best of the Best Gay Erotica. Here, contributers include Heather Lewis, Joan Nestle, Pat Califia, and
Cecilia Tan.
From acclaimed, New York Times best-selling author Mary Roach comes the complete collection of her “My Planet” articles published in
Reader’s Digest. She was a hit columnist in the magazine, and this book features the articles she wrote in that time. Insightful and hilarious,
Mary explores the ins and outs of the modern world: marriage, friends, family, food, technology, customer service, dental floss, and ants—she
leaves no element of the American experience unchecked for its inherent paradoxes, pleasures, and foibles. On Cleanliness: Ed has crud
vision, and I don’t. I don’t notice filth. Ed sees it everywhere. I am reasonably convinced that Ed can actually see bacteria. . . . He confessed
he didn’t like me using his bathrobe because I’d wear it while sitting on the toilet. “It’s not like it goes in the water,” I protested, though if you
counted the sash as part of the robe, this wasn’t strictly true. On the Internet: The Internet is a boon for hypochondriacs like me. Right now,
for instance, I’m feeling a shooting pain on the side of my neck. A Web search produces five matches, the first three for a condition called
Arnold-Chiari Malformation. While my husband, Ed, reads over my shoulder, I recite symptoms from the list. “‘General clumsiness’ and
‘general imbalance,’” I say, as though announcing arrivals at the Marine Corps Ball. “‘Difficulty driving,’ ‘lack of taste,’ ‘difficulty feeling feet on
ground.’” “Those aren’t symptoms,” says Ed. “Those are your character flaws.” On Fashion: My husband recently made me try on a bikini. A
bikini is not so much a garment as a cloth-based reminder that your parts have been migrating all these years. My waist, I realized that day in
the dressing ro
From the highly sexed editors of Instinct Magazine comes a painstakingly thorough guide to the art of a great blowjob. Hundreds of surveys
and interviews conducted with givers and receivers of both sexes, colour commentary from experts including porn stars and sex workers and
20 b/w illustrations show you how to go from knob slob to blowjob champ. Sexy, hilarious and on-target, this book is a blast!
Everyone deserves to discover and experience what great sex means for them. The Guide to Great Sex is a manuscript of sexual knowledge
written by a former sex columnist who studied human sexuality and openly shared details of his sex life with readers. This guide is the
culmination of knowledge gained during that experience as a sex writer. You will learn: What it means to have great sex. The science behind
pleasure and orgasms. A complete breakdown of foreplay. Oral sex: fellatio and cunnilingus techniques. 16 of the best sex positions for the
hottest sex and deepest intimacy. How sex toys can improve your sex life and which ones the author recommends. The one simple yet rare
act that can take your sex life to the next level. How to master multitasking in the bedroom. The balance of dominance and submission. How
to communicate openly with your partner about sexual issues. How to unlock sexual fantasies and fetishes within you and your partner. How
to overcome 9 different sexual anxieties and insecurities. 3 little-known sexual concepts and how to take advantage of them. And much,
much more to help you take your sex life to the next level. The tips and advice in The Guide to Great Sex are 100% gender and sexual
orientation neutral. The author phrases terms and describes certain acts to allow everyone to feel included in the conversation. Anyone can
learn from these pages, because the author believes that everyone deserves to have great sex. "I started the book 3 hours ago and I just
jammed through it. This is both a compliment as to how entertaining it was as well as how easy of a read it is. Making it gender/sexual
orientation neutral was an excellent choice and I don't feel like it ever distracted me in any way. As I read through I couldn't help but think I'm
going to send this to my little brother in two years when he first steps foot on a college campus as a student. This is a great accomplishment
and I'm especially excited to see where you go from here with your site and whatever else you publish. I was thoroughly entertained and
definitely informed." -- Jordan From The Author: "I firmly believe that sex is a fundamental need of human beings, and it's an act that should
be enjoyed by everyone. I worked hard to improve my sex life. I worked through my sexual anxiety and insecurities, I made myself vulnerable,
I read books just like this one, and I made some of the best memories I will ever have. Now my hope is that you will take this knowledge and
apply it to your own sex life, to experience what great sex means to you." -- Michael Karp, Author of The Guide to Great Sex
Revised and updated throughout, including all-new chapters specifically for beginners and for women giving anal pleasure to men, The
Ultimate Guide to Anal Sex for Women is a comprehensive and creative guide to anal pleasure. Tristan Taormino offers the kind of informed
reassurance that can encourage even an absolute beginner to explore this nerve-rich part of the body, either alone or with a partner of any
gender. Anal sex enthusiasts may need no encouragement, but will welcome Taormino’s sense of adventure and her detailed discussions of
toys, fantasy play, and positions. Beginning by dispelling common myths about anal eroticism, Taormino goes on to illustrate anatomy, give
tips on building trust and communicating desires, and provide reliable, easy-to-understand information on safety, preparation, hygiene, and
much more. This new edition has been substantially expanded and revised to include new information on masturbation, anal health, BDSM
and anal sex, and many other topics. In a new feature, Taormino answers actual reader questions.
The Palace of Memory is the fifth volume of the award-winning Learn to Play Go series. Covers some principles of the opening and the
endgame and of something called "shape." Good shape is an intersection between tactics and strategy. Shows some of the templates of
basic shape and thier use in fighting. Contains guides to the opening. Shows how to calculate the size of endgame moves. Includes self-test
section.
Explicit Erotica For Women
Learn to Play Go
The Guide to Great Sex: How to Get Better in Bed and Take Your Sex Life to the Next Level
Girls On Top
Totally explicit techniques every woman wants her man to know
85 Healthy Recipes to Get Started in the Kitchen
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Animal Spirit Guides
How to Drive Him Crazy in Bed
Blow Him Away
A Groovy Book of Sex Positions
How to Go Down on a Women and Give Her Exquisite Pleasure
How to Impress Him With the Best Blowjob - the Best Illustrated Guide to Oral Sex - the Ultimate Techniques Revealed: Author of Sex:
Women First
The complete self-help book on cunnilingus for everyone who would like to enjoy cunnilingus—women and men! Sex educator
Violet Blue tells you all you need to know to give and receive exquisite oral pleasure: * For all women—heterosexual, lesbian,
bisexual—and men who desire hot oral encounters * How to introduce cunnilingus into your sexual repertoire * How to negotiate
oral sex with a reluctant partner * Clear, illustrated guide to women's anatomy * Helpful tips on preparation and hygiene—including
shaving and waxing * Building trust and talking about your desires * Advanced positions and techniques * Toys, games, fantasy
and power play * Complete guide to helpful resources—videos, books, and websites * Plus, explicit stories of women enjoying
cunnilingus by best-selling erotica author Alison Tyler
A sassy selection of the very best erotica for women, by women, judiciously hand-picked by Violet Blue from the Best Women's
Erotica series (Cleis Press - available from Turnaround). Blue, who is quickly becoming the 21st century's leading sex educator,
recommends it to be read nice and slowly, to give readers a chance to savour every deliciously outrageous scenario evoked.
Intended as an inspiration for bedroom adventures, her heady collection is filled to the brim with hair-raising, relatable enctounters.
Women want to know if they are good at giving a man oral sex, and how to give more pleasure through this intimate act. Men want
to know how to ask for this most favored activity. Oral sex is intricate, playful and can give any couple more satisfaction in their
lovemaking and in their relationship. Includes everything couples need to know about what turns a man on and how to give him
mind-blowing pleasure; techniques to make oral sex outrageously fun for the woman, too; how doing it to him can be the sexiest
experience she's ever had; everything women need to know about rhythm, the 69 position, using tongue, lips and cheeks, and 50
tips, tricks and techniques that will add pleasure and love to this sexiest gift a woman can give her man.
A playful guide to liberating oral sex from the author of Red Hot Touch. Including how to give your partner her most mind-blowing
orgasm, to adventurous new oral positions to try out with your man, Blow Each Other Away will quickly become your favorite new
bedside companion. How can a book on going down change someone's life? How can having great oral sex be as important as
having great intercourse? The truth is that oral sex can actually be the key to unlocking sexual confidence, excitement, and
intimacy. With the increasing prevalence of oral sex in the media and news (thanks, politicians and the MTV generation!), more
people are looking to take their oral game to the next level. Unfortunately, shame, fear, and discomfort can stand in the way of a
truly outstanding oral sex life. That's where author and sex therapist Jaiya comes in. Blow Each Other Away is the ultimate guide
for couples to overcome the obstacles that stand in the way of incredible oral sex, from an author on the front lines of sex therapy
and sexual wellness.
Violet Blue is an editor very much in tune with her audience. She knows what readers want from an erotic anthology, and she
knows how to deliver it. In her latest offering, she explores the theme of women on the verge of sexual awakening. From wild
sexual adventures to pushing the limits to taking chances and having them pay off, the women in these very realistic, very explicit,
and very contemporary fantasies throw off their inhibitions, succumbing to sexual pleasure in all its myriad forms. Along the way,
they also begin to learn a little bit about themselves and what their bodies are capable of in their never-ending search for carnal
satisfaction. Featuring work from Saskia Walker, Angela Caperton, Tamara Rogers, Nan Andrews, Noel Burch and others, these
“girls on top” are breaking all the rules — and loving every minute of it.
Truly the bible of oral sex, The Ultimate Guide to Cunnilingus gives excellent advice, encouragement, and helpful instruction to
those who want to expand their expertise or are simply curious about the art’s finer points. In her clear, concise, and informative
text, sex educator Violet Blue provides step-by-step instructions for going down on a woman, as well as accurate and up-to-date
information on female anatomy and sexual response. In her friendly, witty tone, Blue dispatches fascinating facts and discusses
games for lovers, positions, safety, and a variety of techniques; she also offers erotic book and DVD recommendations, and tips for
effective communication during the act itself. Featuring helpful illustrations and erotica by sexpert Alison Tyler, this is the essential
guide to going down.
Savor the erotic art of oral sex...There's nothing more appetizingly erotic than a good blow job, and these 23 stories celebrate every
aspect of this irresistible activity. Here are masters of oral sex and nervous newbies getting off by going down - or by being on the
equally blissful receiving end. Whether it's a secret newsroom tryst or a kitchen quickie just a few feet from unsuspecting dinner
guests, these sizzling stories show that giving head can make for a delicious repast.
Tickle His Pickle-Your Hands-On Guide to Penis Pleasing is a fun, intimate tour of the penis and beyond that educates and
entertains while revealing the penis-pleasing secrets women long to know.
How to Give Him Mind-Blowing Oral Sex
The Curious Science of Humans at War
Finding Humor in the Oddest Places
Sucking Him
Best of the Best Lesbian Erotica
The Ultimate Guide to Cunnilingus
Oral Sex for One
The Going Down Guide
How to Go Down on a Man and Give Him Mind-Blowing Pleasure
Oral Sex He'll Never Forget
The Art of Auto Fellatio
Kama Sutra
The Smart Girl's Guide to the G-Spot

Heading south? You'll need some directions and these fabulous hot tips from sex experts Emily Dubberley and Al
Needham. From the finer points of tonguing, to the advanced techniques that will heighten any pleasure-giving and
receiving experience, The Going Down Guide gives it to you straight and holds nothing back. Witty, racy and frank, this is
the ultimate guide to opening wide. Complete with four-color photos, illustrations, and diagrams, The Going Down Guide
offers creative techniques for spicing up your (oral) sex life, including such moves as "Chairman of the Board," the "Lusty
Lady," and "Admiring the View." It offers guidance for anyone looking to improve his/her skills, from the fellatio first-timer
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to the cunnilingus connoisseur. The Going Down Guide suggests fun, inventive ways of introducing excitement and
intimacy into any relationship.
This is our world, right now: Racist bullies binge on power, science fights to stop the slide into another dark age, women
are targets, and the past is forgotten. Under a hostile and cavalier government, protests form online while calls to take
action are broadcast on social media. How To Be A Digital Revolutionary illuminates why we're here and what we can do,
standing in this moment with devices in hand, as both eyewitnesses and active participants to significant social change. It
thoroughly runs down the hazards of taking action to fight injustice and fascism in the digital age, providing readers with a
roadmap for effective resistance.How To Be A Digital Revolutionary is woven from clear explainers about murky topics
like surveillance and censorship, hands-on strategies to dial back news overwhelm and rage fatigue, first-person
accounts in hacking, practical safety advice for protests, and gritty reporting on rights abuses in the digital realm. Here,
you'll learn to identify and minimize your surveillance footprint, about anonymity and making separate identities, how to
buy or make a burner phone, and to hack-proof your life. Make your phone less of a tracking device, and keep your
communication both secure and private. Find out which documents to keep with you at marches, and how to stay safe if
a protest gets violent. Discover ways to support your cause when you can't be there in person.Find groups to join and get
rid of poison people. Make a digital protest sign that makes emergency calls if it gets confiscated, choose or make a body
camera, and learn how to record, photo, and share under stress. Fight filters and blocks, and defy being censored on
social media. Find out how to "leak" with tools like SecureDrop, and how to create posts and memes that matter.In a time
of rampant injustices, How To Be A Digital Revolutionary offers a powerful new handbook for the resistance, and a way
forward for change no matter your level of technical acumen. Praise for Violet Blue:"One of the leading figures in tech
writing in the world." --Guardian UKPraise for The Smart Girl's Guide to Privacy by Violet Blue: "An illuminating handbook
for women." --ELLE Magazine"The Smart Girl's Guide to Privacy is a straight-forward how-to for protecting your privacy
and undermining the social media settings that want you to share potentially intimate details with the world." --Bitch
Magazine"For girls and women in the technological age, this guide to Internet safety is a must-read. It's a young woman's
invaluable guide to empowerment, addressing not only the why of keeping strong boundaries but the how." --Foreword
Reviews
Discover the pleasure... How to succeed a good blowjob? This ebook will answer all women's questions on oral sex.
David Cockney is a french expert in seduction and sexual health. Because fellatio is an art, he tells you with eroticism
gestures that will delight your partner. He details with humor and without complacency what men think in these privileged
moments of intimacy. Oral sex will have no secret for you with this guide. Excitement guaranteed!
Just because she's going down doesn't mean he's having all the fun. "Sexpert" author Yvonne K. Fulbright gets real with
women in this bold book on giving and getting oral sex. This guide tackles the dirty taboos and awkward assumptions
that keep fellatio from being seductive and satisfying. You will enjoy giving oral sex as much as men enjoy getting it when
you learn: Breathing techniques to last longer Positions he'll love, like "The Starfish" and "Deep-Throating" How to give
(and receive) multiple orgasms from oral sex How to talk about what they feel is right and wrong Armed with sexy selfconfidence and an arsenal of tongue-twisting tips, you will discover exactly how delightful the plunder down-under can
be.
Eat smarter (and healthier) at home--a beginner's guide for men. Say goodbye to takeout--it's time you put your kitchen
to use. The Essential Cookbook for Men is the book for guys who want to eat healthier (and cheaper!) but aren't sure
how to get started. Like all the best cookbooks for men, this one walks you through all the kitchen basics--stocking your
pantry, creating shopping lists, reading recipes--and takes you from gourmet greenhorn to seasoned chef. From LatinxStyle Fried Eggs to Stir-Fry Beef Sandwiches, you'll discover tons of perfect-for-beginner recipes that show you really
can cook up some seriously delicious food that will also help keep you fit and trim. Go beyond other cookbooks for men
with: Culinary crash course--It doesn't matter if you've never set foot in a kitchen before--you'll discover all the information
you could want out of cookbooks for men. Easy recipes--Get complete and comprehensive instructions that all great
cookbooks for men should have. Great tasting and good for you--Learn how to cook 80 dishes that are big on flavor and
health benefits. When it comes to cookbooks for men, The Essential Cookbook for Men is a must-have for your kitchen.
Acclaimed sex educator Violet Blue tells women how to find porn they'll like, from favorite turn-ons and women-friendly
DVDs to podcasts and porn groups on the web. She shows how to reconcile fantasy with real-life desires, and how smart
girls can maintain their own beauty standards when the people on screen seem impossibly buff, smooth, and surgically
enhanced. Looking for authentic sex scenes? Thinking of sharing porn with a lover? Wonder which browser is safest for
Internet porn surfing? The Smart Girl's Guide to Porn has the answers.
The first medical specialty selection guide written by residents for students! Provides an inside look at the issues
surrounding medical specialty selection, blending first-hand knowledge with useful facts and statistics, such as salary
information, employment data, and match statistics. Focuses on all the major specialties and features firsthand portrayals
of each by current residents. Also includes a guide to personality characteristics that are predominate with practitioners of
each specialty. “A terrific mixture of objective information as well as factual data make this book an easy, informative,
and interesting read.” --Review from a 4th year Medical Student
Techniques that Will Take Him to Over the Edge! Your mother probably told you that the way to your man’s heart is
through his stomach…actually it’s a few inches lower. Getting great head is the best predictor of a man’s sexual
satisfaction. This ultimate oral sex guide teaches you all the tricks you need to take fellatio from ho-hum to red hot. Oral
Sex He’ll Never Forget gives 50 unique fellatio experiences from start to finish. You’ll learn how to combine positions,
mouth moves, hand strokes, sex toys, seduction and setting to create the ultimate oral sex experience. Surprise your
lover with something new and exciting The Rock Star BJ: His fantasy and (secretly) yours The Deep Throat BJ: When
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you want to go all the way The On-the-Rocks BJ: Toe-tingling sensations that will leave him shaken and stirred Sexy
photography and detailed illustrations that show you exactly how to hit his hot spots and perform each move like a pro.
With Oral Sex He’ll Never Forget you’ll be the mistress of his domain.
Sweet Life 2
Tickle His Pickle: Your Hands-On Guide to Penis Pleasing
Erotic Fantasies for Women (Large Print 16pt)
A Womans Guide to Giving Head
Just Watch Me
Guide to Licking and Sucking
The Ultimate Guide to Prostate Pleasure
The Essential Cookbook for Men
My Planet
The Ultimate Guide to Oral Sex
Erotic Fantasies for Couples
The Instinct Guide to Oral Sex
Erotica for Women
The G-spot, the powerhouse of female orgasm, is often veiled in mystery and confusion - many believing it to be nothing more than
urban legend! With wit and panache, sex educator and bestselling writer Violet blue introduces readers to G-spot play. Beginning with
an anatomical guide and incorporating suggestions for couple-play, positions, toys and safer sex, this guide will lead readers to thrilling
new sensations and earth-shaking, bed-breaking, gale-force climaxes! Any girl can unleash her own orgasmic superpower with The
Smart Girl's Guide to the G-spot.
Fill your love life with good vibes with this collection of mind-blowing sex positions inspired by the classic Indian book of erotica.
With positions ranging from slow and sensual to frisky and fun, this book features all the classics as well as far-out new techniques to
try. LET'S GET IT ON!
55% OFF for Bookstores! Discounted Retail Price NOW at $39.99 instead of $49.99 Blasting sexual energy with Amazing Sex
Positions And Kama Sutra
You will find in it the most beautiful digital explicit Art pictures selected to Illustrated that special Guide to Licking and Sucking How to Impress Him with the Best BlowJob. This is a young nurse's confession. In it, she retells her morally questionable sexual
encounters in a way that is refreshingly frank and highly arousing. However, there is much more to her tale than just the story of her
salacious career. She wants to impart knowledge, too. Between each sexually charged chapter of her life, Maria writes openly about
oral sex and what she's learned through years of practice. Everything you've ever wanted to know, and maybe some things you never
even thought of, are within these pages. If you're looking for more than another stale guide on how to give the best blowjob, then this
really is the book for you. Let Maria draw you into her mind and explore oral sex from her unique and fascinating viewpoint. She'll
explain how fellatio can be just as enjoyable for a woman as it is for a man; she'll show you how to give the hottest blowjob your lover
has ever experienced; and she will reveal the secrets of a nurse who has sucked dicks of all shapes and sizes. Part guide, part memoir,
Head Nurse is a steamy, sensual and educational read. You won't want to put it down... and, when you eventually do, you'll want a
penis nearby to begin putting what you've learned into practice
With wit, expertise, and an enthusiastic approach, Violet Blue dispels myths and delivers essential information on going down on a
man. Every tip, trick, and technique for giving skilled and unforgettable fellatio is provided. From talking to your partner about oral
sex to male pleasure spots, Violet Blue covers it all in this complete step-by-step guide. * How to introduce fellatio into your sexual
repertoire * Clear, illustrated guide to anatomy * How to keep your lipstick perfect * How to deep throat--passionately and
comfortably * Helpful tips on preparation and hygiene--including putting a condom on with your mouth * Building trust and talking
about your desires * Countless positions, tips, and tricks * Toys, role playing, threesomes, and power exchange * Complete guide to
helpful resources--videos, books, and Web sites * Plus hot stories by bestselling erotica author Alison Tyler--sure to get you in the
mood!
Sex educator and bestselling author Violet Blue only allows the very best erotica into her anthologies: well-written, truly sensual and
always with a sexy surprise of some kind. The powerful scenarios evoked in these explicit and expertly crafted stories are recipes for
romance that real couples can read and use as an inspiration for memorable and no-holds-barred explorations of their own. The
addictive, hot little stories will have readers begging for spankings, breathtaking role-play, exhibitionism, unexpected threesomes and
more.
Couples everywhere look for inspiration to keep their sex lives hot. The sales of books about sexual fantasy aimed at heterosexual
couples prove how determined readers are to ignite that erotic spark. But most of those books are boringly tame, selling short the
sexual refinement of their readers. Good Vibrations sex educator Violet Blue improves on this trend, showcasing imaginative,
sophisticated stories to arouse newlyweds and long-term partners alike with steamy, sexually explicit fantasies. From the publisher of
Best Women’s Erotica, these stories put the sizzle back into the marriage bed.
Sucking Him - A Woman's Guide To Giving Head (+50 Tips & Techniques To Pleasure Your Man) Grab this GREAT physical book
now at a limited time discounted price! Let's face it... Men love blowjobs! The act of a beautiful feminine woman kneeling below a
man while she sucks on his sacred sexual member with pure passion and joy is an absolute dream for most men. A woman that knows
what she is doing while performing fellatio is able to connect with her man on a far deeper level. She can make her grown man moan,
beg, and shake at his knees, all at the expense of the tricks she can perform with her mouth, tongue, and hands. A blowjob for a man is
the ultimate expression of love. Having the woman of his dreams caress his genitals to the point of an intimate, sensual and mindblowing ejaculation, is a feeling that is beyond words for any man to describe. Unfortunately, for many men, it can often be difficult to
find a woman who is internally "strong" enough with a high enough level of "self-confidence" that enables her to feel comfortable
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performing fellatio, which many people view as a "vulnerable" act on the woman's part. A lot of women will not even perform oral sex
on their partners, for various reasons: they consider it taboo, lack the confidence, fear of putting genitals in their mouth, religious
reasons, etc. And for those women that are confident and comfortable giving blowjobs, unfortunately the majority have no idea what
they are doing, and they don't even realize it! This is a huge problem! Not just for men that are excluded from receiving this incredible
sensual experience, but also for women. Women may have trouble connecting on a deeper level with their partner, because of their
insecurities around performing fellatio, or in most cases, they lack the skills to give their partner a truly enjoyable, mind-blowing
blowjob. I believe this is a result of our poor sexual education in schooling systems, and the way that sex and various sexual acts are
portrayed by our media, religion(s) and culture(s). Because of these negative factors, most women do not bother to further improve
their oral sex skills or partake in the act at all! In this book, I will teach you how to "master" the art of fellatio. You will learn
techniques that your man has never experienced from any other woman before. You will learn tricks outside the physical act of just the
blowjob, such as; how to tease your man, and how to create a sexy, seductive build up to make him desperately need you! These acts
alone will have your man on his hands and knees literally begging you for your blowjob while he tries to keep his erect penis hidden in
his pants. Here Is What You'll Learn About... How Giving A Blowjob Leads To Better Sex Why Blowjobs Are The Ultimate
Expression Of Love For Men Where And How To Touch Him Learn About His Penis And His Most Sensitive Areas For Pleasure
Teasing Him Before The Blowjob 50 Techniques & Tips To Give Him The Best Sensual Blowjob He Has Never Had Learn The Art
Of The Tantric Blowjob Experience How To Literally Make Him Cum Harder (Produce More Semen During Ejaculation) Than Ever
Before! Much, much more! Hurry Up! Master The Art Of Fellatio And Make Him Become Addicted To You! Get Your Copy Today!
And Become The Best Lover You Can Be!
Grunt
The Best Oral Sex Ever - Her Guide to Going Down
How to Be a Digital Revolutionary
The Ultimate Guide to Anal Sex for Women
How to Watch Adult Videos and Make Your Sex Life Sizzle
SEX POSITIONS
A Couples' Guide to Sensational Oral Sex
Tease, Ride, and Please
52 Positions and Techniques Guaranteed to Blow Your Man Away
How to Blow Her Mind in Bed
The Ultimate Guide to Adult Videos
Tongue Tips and Oral Sex Techniques for Men and Women
Tasting Him
Wouldn't it be great if you could read a woman's mind? You could find out whether she wants you, what
she'd like you to do to her in bed, and how to be the best lover she's ever had. Well, now you can. How to
Blow Her Mind in Bed reveals what a woman is really thinking when you're trying to chat her up, kiss her
or get her naked. You'll find out what she likes, what she doesn't and the tricks and techniques she wishes
you knew. With interviews from real women and scientific explanations of the whys and hows of women's
sexual desires, How to Blow Her Mind in Bed gives you the knowledge you need to get what you want.
The Ultimate Guide to FellatioHow to Go Down on a Man and Give Him Mind-Blowing PleasureSimon and
Schuster
You might think that satisfying a man's sexual desires is easy. After all, don't we women think that all men
can think about is sex? All they ever want from us is to take us to bed and bang us. We have stereotyped
men like that. Maybe there is some truth in that. However, driving a man crazy in bed is not an easy task.
It is easy to make him feel hot for you. It is easy to give him a hard-on. It is easy to actually make him
cum. But to drive him crazy in bed? Nah... Definitely not easy. But it is doable. In this book I will share with
you how to tease your man, how to turn him on, and how to drive a guy crazy. I promise to not hold any
secrets back! Let's go.
Keep him begging for more . . . It’s nothing to be ashamed of. When it comes to performing oral sex, most
people fall somewhere between fumbling and clueless. But now, in Blow Him Away you’ll find practical,
easy-to-master techniques that will give you the confidence and skills you need to become an expert in
the delicate art of fellatio. Inside you’ll find: • Exercises to whip your tongue, lips, and jaw into shape so
you can perform with exquisite control. • An anatomy class you need to pass. • Sensual kisses to get you
both ready for the main event. • No-nonsense instructions for how to perform sensational oral sex, blowby-blow. • Advice on how to keep your mind from spoiling your head. • Advanced techniques to wake up
the neighbors. • Positions that will make his knees melt. Read Blow Him Away alone or with the
companion edition, The Lowdown on Going Down, for knee-buckling oral sex—every time.
The first definitve guide to P-Spot pleasure will offer men erotic pleasure beyond what they imagined
possible. Co-authored by one of the foremost experts on sexual health, Charlie Glickman, men who may
not feel confident exploring anal play will be empowered to claim the prostate as an erogenous zone ripe
for exploration. And men who already enjoy prostate play will find much to learn from this friendly,
accessible how-to guide. The P-Spot covers tips and techniques for prostate play, as well as outlining
important safety information and how to maintain prostate health.
After the publication of his best-selling book Power Animals, many people inquired about the meaning of
spirit animals that were not contained in that work. In Animal Spirit Guides, Dr. Farmer provides concise,
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relevant details about the significance of more than 200 animals that may come to you in physical or
symbolic form as guides and teachers. With each animal listed, you’ll find general meanings of the
visitation; practical ways that they can help you as spirit guides; and how, as your power animal, they
reflect characteristics that you possess. You’ll also find a "whom-to-call-on" section that will tell you which
animal spirit guide to call on for any specific purpose.
Join the increasing number of women, men, and couples who enjoy adult videos. Whether you're newly
curious about the world of adult films or a seasoned porn enthusiast, reviewer and best-selling author
Violet Blue tells you everything you need to know to spice up your sex life: * Keys to finding porn that
turns you on * Helpful hints for first-time viewing * How to introduce your partner to porn * Answers to
common concerns about content * Sex games and positions * How to find authentic sexual performances
* The scoop on today's hottest female and male directors * Tons of history, stories, and facts about the
porn industry * Tips on buying and renting videos and DVDs * Complete, up-to-date resource guide Plus
over 300 detailed video reviews—including porn classics, cult favorites, feature films, and educational
videos, as well as films showing all sex with no plot, S/M play, lesbian and gay action, amateurs, and much
more.
A finalist for the Los Angeles Times Science & Technology Book Prize ‘The most entertaining writer in
science’ – The Times, Books of the Year War. Mention it and most of us think of history, of conflicts on
foreign soil, of heroism and compromise, of strategy and weapons. But there’s a whole other side to the
gruesome business of the battlefield. In Grunt, the inimitable Mary Roach explores the science of keeping
human beings intact, awake, sane, uninfected and uninfested in the bizarre and extreme circumstances of
war. Setting about her task with infectious enthusiasm, she sniffs World War II stink bombs, tests earplugs
in a simulated war zone and burns the midnight oil with the crew of a nuclear submarine. Speaking to the
scientists and the soldiers, she learns about everything from life-changing medical procedures to
innovations as esoteric as firing dead chickens at fighter jets. Engrossing, insightful and laugh-out-loud
funny, this is an irresistible ride to the wilder shores of modern military life.
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